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The Touareg

Built to break new ground:
the Touareg
The Touareg breathes fresh air into the premium SUV class with impressive new
proportions, pioneering new technology and the widest range of assistance,
handling and comfort systems ever integrated within a Volkswagen. A sporty
elegant diffuser, dynamic LED rear tail lights and chrome trapezoid tailpipes
create an athletic new look, underlined by striking 18 to 21-inch alloys
depending on your chosen model. To the front, a wide assertive chrome grille
extends into the headlights to create an even more dynamic appearance. Add to
that an impressive specification, quality craftsmanship and the technologically
advanced Innovision Cockpit that offers new levels of functionality and
customisation – not to mention the ground-breaking optional ‘Off-road’ pack −
and you can see why the Touareg is raising the bar once again.

‘IQ. Light’ LED matrix headlights with intelligent light modes and Dynamic Light Assist provide greater illumination
without dazzling other road users, while blending seamlessly into the wide front grille to give an unmistakable look.
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Visionary, innovative,
creative. The futuristic
Innovision Cockpit.
The Discover Premium 15-inch touchscreen infotainment system merges
seamlessly into the 12-inch Digital Cockpit. It removes almost all protruding
buttons, knobs and dials, enabling you to control the functions and systems of
your car simply and easily by touch, gesture or voice. You can customise the home
screen with your favourite apps and photos just like a smartphone and manage all
operating systems from the central interface, making travel safer, more
convenient and more intuitive than ever before. Equipped with the connectivity
of a new era, the Touareg provides the blueprint for tomorrow’s digital interior –
today. The Innovision Cockpit is a glass digital instrument and infotainment
display comprising the Digital Cockpit Pro and Discover Premium touchscreen
infotainment system that creates a seamless, uncluttered and visually stunning
dashboard.
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Technologically
advanced comfort for
a more relaxed drive
The exterior may be sporty and dynamic, but inside all is calm and relaxed,
thanks to a combination of spacious design, exacting craftsmanship and
technologically advanced comfort. Take for example the 14-way ergoComfort
seats, with electric adjustment for the seat height, seat length, seat cushion
angle, backrest angle and 4-way electrically adjustable lumbar support.
Alternatively, the option of Active front climate seats offer a choice of three
separate ventilation settings and eight individual pneumatic massage settings
for the driver and front seat passenger.
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Multimedia
Welcome to the driver’s seat of the future. The Touareg is the most technically
advanced Volkswagen of its era, equipped with pioneering multimedia
technology. The Innovision Cockpit makes its debut in this technologically
advanced interior.

01

02

01-02 You can customise your home screen with your favourite apps and photos. The versatile
and customisable Discover Premium touchscreen infotainment system allows you to control
and view multiple functions on the same 15-inch touchscreen display. Add your favourite apps
and photos, and display your smartphone apps. Your individual settings can be saved in
‘personal profiles’ and recalled at any time.
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01 The Discover Pro Navigation touchscreen infotainment system features a glasscovered 9.2-inch colour touchscreen for navigation and radio functions. It responds to
spoken voice commands for navigation and telephone functions, and also features
gesture control for use with various different menus, responding to swiping gestures
and confirming a successful swipe with a sound effect which can be deactivated if
required.
02 The Head-up Display is projected directly onto the front windscreen in the driver’s
primary field of vision at the press of a button. Driving information, including current
speed and navigation details is projected onto the windscreen and clearly displayed,
helping to reduce the amount of time that the driver’s eyes are averted from the road.
03 The Innovision Cockpit consists of 2 high resolution displays: a centre 15-inch
Discover Premium touchscreen, that seamlessly blends into the 12-inch Digital
Cockpit Pro.
The Innovision Cockpit provides laptop-like convenience and an interface you can
customise just like your smartphone. Fully customisable, you can arrange information
as you wish, zoom into the navigation maps giving a clearer overview of the vehicle
settings, assistance and comfort systems. It is angled towards the driver, providing an
ergonomically optimised display that puts everything you need within easy reach.

02

01

03
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Suspension and running gear
The Touareg is designed to provide exceptional ride comfort, and when fitted with the optional ‘Offroad’ pack, feels at home on nearly every type of terrain. A choice of driving modes include Sand and
Gravel, giving you exceptional mobility even on unstable surfaces, while features such as the front
underbody protection and larger fuel tank give you the capability to tackle even the toughest conditions
wherever your travels may take you.
01 Thanks to all-wheel steering, cornering on country lanes and parking on city
streets is a whole lot easier in the new Touareg. The rear wheels steer along with
the front wheels, not only giving you a smaller turning circle, but also increasing
driving stability, so you can drive more dynamically with increased agility.

01

02 Electro-mechanical active roll stabilisation reacts more quickly and at lower
speeds than conventional stabilisers, reducing side roll and understeering.
This ensures greater stability and comfort, enabling you to drive with precision
and agility to enjoy sporty cornering, even on tough terrain.
03 Air suspension ensures you enjoy ultimate driving comfort on every trip,
adapting the height of the car to the terrain, with a choice of Normal, Comfort,
Off-road and Special Off-road driving profiles. Your new Touareg can also be
raised to give you 70mm more ground clearance or lowered to make loading
and unloading easier.

02

03

Images shown are for illustration purposes only.
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Comfort and convenience
With a prime elevated driving position, a cockpit ergonomically designed around the driver and an
impressive range of driver assistance systems, practical innovations and advanced technology at
your fingertips, you can expect exemplary levels of comfort and convenience inside the Touareg.
And of course, everything within clear sight and exactly where you need it to be.
01 Front ergoComfort seats ensure the optimum seating position for both driver and front passenger, with electric
14-way adjustment for seat height, seat length, seat cushion angle, backrest angle and 4-way electrically adjustable
lumbar support. Further support and comfort is provided by 4-way adjustable safety-optimised front head
restraints. Also included is a memory function for the driver’s seat and driver’s door mirror with reverse activated
kerb-view adjustment on the passenger’s door mirror. Memory settings for three individual profiles can be stored,
then selected as required.

01

Active front climate seats are also available as an option, which offer climate control function for centre section,
backrest and side bolsters, complete with three individual ventilation settings. For the ultimate in luxury and
comfort, you can also specify Active front climate seats with massage function. The front seats offer the choice of
eight independently pneumatically controlled settings via air cushions, that will help to relax and soothe you on any
journey.
03

02 Climate control 4-zone electronic air conditioning with automatic air recirculation gives independent control of
the temperature and air intensity to the driver, front passenger and rear seat passengers. The system is operated
intuitively via the entertainment system, with additional independent controls for rear seat passengers, located on
the rear of the front centre armrest.
03 Keyless entry/keyless start and full electric tailgate operation allows you to open and start your new Touareg
without taking the key out of your pocket. The automatic electric opening rear tailgate can also be closed by
pressing and holding the button which features a time delay and convenient power latching function. For further
convenience, provided you have the key on you, it simply takes a flick of your foot to activate the sensors under the
rear of the vehicle and open the electric tailgate.

02

04-05 The Touareg’s generous proportions give you the flexibility to carry many combinations of both passengers and luggage with plenty of room for seating as well as
stowage. The generous boot space, along with the modular sliding and reclining rear seats that split and fold in a 40:20:40 ratio, allow huge flexibility, combining comfort
with functionality, whatever your activities.
06 The effortless power latching function automatically closes all the doors completely shut when ajar. The automated closing function is particularly useful if you’re in a
tight parking space with limited room to the side, and ensures no force or slamming is required to completely shut the doors.

04

05

06
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02 The Park Assist with rear-view camera not only makes parallel parking easier, but also
helps you reverse park into a space at 90 degrees to the kerb. Using ultrasonic sensors,
Park Assist will detect a parking space large enough for either bay or parallel parking.
Once the vehicle is in reverse, all the driver has to do is operate the accelerator and brake,
and keep a look out, while the Touareg steers itself into its chosen space. The rear-view
camera displays the area behind your vehicle on the screen of the vehicle’s infotainment
system, helping you to manoeuvre into tight spaces quickly and easily. Auxiliary lines help
you navigate safely into parking spaces, and thanks to the high resolution display, even
small obstacles such as kerbs are visible.

Driver’s assistance systems
Volkswagen is constantly developing innovative technology to help keep you safe and enhance your
driving experience. Providing more assistance systems than ever before, the Touareg is well
equipped to handle unexpected traffic situations confidently and capably.

03 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) automatically adjusts your speed to that of the vehicle
in front, ensuring you keep a specified distance. It will warn you if you’re approaching too
fast and, in an emergency situation, generate enough braking force to reduce the severity
of or prevent a collision. Includes Front Assist radar sensor controlled distance monitoring
system, City Emergency Braking System, cruise control and speed limiter.
01 Front Cross Traffic Assist uses radar
technology to detect vehicles or pedestrians
approaching from the side, providing invaluable
assistance in case of blind exits or junctions,
where you have to ‘nose out’ slowly to see what’s
coming. Sensors monitor the area in front of your
car, issuing optical and acoustic warnings of any
cross traffic detected at speeds of up to 18mph.
If a car outside your field of vision approaches and
your Touareg moves forward at a speed of up to
6mph, the system will implement an emergency
stop to avoid a collision.

04 The Proactive Occupant Protection System uses the sensors from the Electronic
Stability Control (ESC) and the Front Assist traffic monitoring system to detect critical
situations with elevated accident potential. If there is the possibility of a collision, it
reacts by activating the hazard warning lights and at the same time all windows and
sunroof are closed to just a small gap for optimal side airbag deployment.
Simultaneously, the seat belt tensioners tighten the front seat belts and electrically
adjustable front seats, if fitted, are aligned to enable the seat belts, head restraints and
airbags to provide maximum protection.
05 The Lane Assist function helps to prevent accidents by using a camera controlled
warning system to monitor the vehicle’s position in relation to road markings. At 40mph
or above, should Lane Assist detect your vehicle drift out of its lane, the system will take
corrective action. If the maximum corrective action is not enough to keep your vehicle in
its lane, or the speed drops below 40mph, the system vibrates the steering wheel to alert
the driver to correct the vehicle, helping to make driving safer and more comfortable
especially on motorways.

02

03
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Images shown are for illustration purposes only.
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Exclusive R-Line design
and styling.
Inside and out.
By design, the Touareg R-Line could not be better equipped, both inside
and out, to handle whatever lies ahead. Numerous exterior features emphasise
its dynamic character, from the distinctive 20 to 21-inch R-Line alloy wheels,
‘C’ signature ‘Gloss Black’ front air intake and ‘R-Line’ exterior styling pack with
specially designed front and rear bumpers, body-coloured wheel arch
protection, side skirts, and ‘R-Line’ badging on the front panels and front grille.
The ‘R-Line’ styling ensures a dynamic exterior that delivers the highest levels
of style and individuality.

01

01 The stunning 21-inch ‘Suzuka’ alloy
wheels add a unique finishing touch to the
Touareg R-Line.

02

02 The unique ‘R-Line’ badging on the
radiator grille sets yet another sporty accent
and underlines the striking exterior design of
the Touareg R-Line.
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R-Line styling. Strong,
powerful and self-assured.
As soon as you sit inside the Touareg R-Line, you’ll appreciate the attention
to detail and quality materials and finishes. Exclusive ‘R-Line’ styling includes
a leather trimmed multifunction steering wheel with ‘R-Line’ logo, stainless
steel pedals and ‘Wave’ aluminium decorative inlays in the dash and doors.
Front ergoComfort seats with 14-way adjustment can be specified in ‘Savona’
leather, featuring the distinctive ‘R-Line’ logo on the seat backrests and
decorative stitching, while ‘Soul’ black rooflining and ‘R-Line’ stainless steel
front door sill protectors provide the finishing touches.

Creating an impressive welcome and hinting at the ‘R-Line’ interior styling to come, are the door sills in stainless
steel with ‘R-Line’ logo for driver and front passenger doors.
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Alloy wheels
01 Cascade 18”
02 Osarno 19”
03 Tirano 19”
04 Nevada 20”
05 Braga dark graphite 20”
06 Suzuka black 21”
-standard
T Trend
A Atmosphere
R R-Line

Upholstery
01
T

02
A

03
A

04
A

05
R

06

-optional

R

R

01 Fabric seats
Soul Black
02 ‘Vienna’ leather ergoComfort seats
Soul Black
03 ‘Vienna’ leather ergoComfort seats
Raven Grey
04 ‘Vienna’ leather ergoComfort seats
Mistral Grey-Grigio
05 ‘Vienna’ leather ergoComfort seats
Soul Black
06 ‘Vienna’ leather ergoComfort seats
Raven Grey
07 ‘Vienna’ leather ergoComfort seats
Atacama Beige-Raven Grey
08 ‘Savona’ leather ergoComfort seats
Raven Grey
09 ‘Savona’ leather ergoComfort seats
Atacama Beige-Raven Grey
10 ‘Savona’ leather ergoComfort seats
Florence Brown-Soul Black
11 ‘Vienna’ leather ergoComfort seats for R-L-Line
Soul Black-Crystal Grey
12 ‘Savona’ leather ergoComfort seats for R-Line
Soul Black-Crystal Grey
-standard

01

02

03

T

A

A

04

05

06

A

A

A

07

08

09

A

A

A

10

11

12

A

R

R

-optional

T Trend
A Atmosphere
R R-Line
Swatches shown feature optional Active climate seats.
Please note: Swatches reproduced for illustration purposes only.
Actual upholstery colours may vary from those shown, as screen technology
does not allow exact reproduction of the upholstery colours.
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Paint
01 Pure White Non-Metallic
02 Silicon Grey Metallic
03 Tamarind Brown Metallic
04 Sechura Beige Metallic

02

03

04

06

07

08

09

10

05 Antimonial Silver Metallic
06 Malbec Red Metallic
07 Aquamarine Blue Metallic
08 Deep Black Pearl Effect

01

09 Moonlight Blue Pearl Effect
10 Lapiz Blue Metallic

Please note: Colour range is reproduced for illustration purposes only. Actual on-car
colours may vary from those shown, screen technology does not allow exact
reproduction of the paint colours.
Models shown are for illustration purposes only.

05
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Specifications

Trend

Atmosphere

R-Line

Engine

2.0L TFSI

3.0L TSI V6

3.0L TSI V6

3.0L TSI V6

Max power (KW/PS)

185/250

250/340

250/340

250/340

370

450

450

450

Drive type

4Motion AWD

Transmission

Atmosphere

R-Line

Exterior

Technical Specification

Max torque (NM)

Trend

8-speed Automatic

Body coloured bumpers, black lower parts
Body coloured bumpers, door lower parts with chrome trims, air intake with chrome fins
Bumpers in “R” style, body colored bumpers and lower door parts

Chromed tailpipe, left and right integrated in bumper
Stainless steel loading edge protection
Full window frame surrounded in stainless steel

Dimensions
Interior

Length (mm)

4,878

Width (mm)

1,984

9.2” High resolution ’Discover Pro’ navigation

Height (mm)

1,756

7” Multi-function ’Premium’ combo display

Wheelbase (mm)

2,899

Innovision Cockpit 15” Discover Premium and 12” Digital Cockpit Pro

No. of seats

5

DAB+ in conjunction with Innovision Cockpit (UAE only)

Trunk capacity (litres)

810

8 speakers

Tank capacity (litres)

75

Soundsystem DYNAUDIO, 16-channel amplifier, 12+1 speakers
App-Connect
App-Connect with Volkswagen Media Control

Alloy Wheels

Wireless induction pad for phone charging

18” Cascade

1x USB Type-C port and 1x USB Type-A port in front

19” Osarno

2x USB Type-C ports in rear

19” Tirano

2-zone Climatronic AC with allergen filter

20” Nevada
20” Braga, dark graphite
21” Suzuka, black
Wheel bolt locking with anti-theft protection

Panoramic sunroof with electric slide and tilt function
Front seats with height adjustment
Front seats with power adjustment and memory
ergoComfort seats in front
4-way pneumatically adjustable lumbar support in front

Exterior

Active seat ventilation and massage function (front seats)

LED headlights with daytime running lights

Leather wrapped multi-function steering wheel

LED matrix headlights with daytime running lights

Leather wrapped multi-function sports steering wheel with ’R’ logo, heated, with shift paddles

Advanced high beam control dynamic ’Light Assist’

Decorative inserts ’Cortina Silver’ for dashboard and door trim panels

LED combination taillights

Decorative inserts in ornament wood ’Open-Cell Fine Grain Ash’ for dashboard and door trim panels

LED combination taillights with dynamic turning signal

Decorative inserts in ornament wood ’Open-Cell Walnut’ for dashboard and door trim panels

Automatic headlight control, ’coming/leaving home’ function

Decorative inserts ’Silver Wave’ for dashboard and door trim panels

Black roof rails

Door and side trim panel in leatherette

Silver roof rails

Scuff plates in door apertures in stainless steel

Door mirrors power-adjustable, folding, auto-dimming with lowering function

Fabric seats

Door mirrors power-adjustable, folding, auto-dimming with lowering and memory function

Leather seats

-standard

-optional

-standard

-optional
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Trend
Interior

Atmosphere

R-Line

Trend

Atmosphere

R-Line

Technology Package Premium*

’Vienna’ or ’Savona’ leather seats

Inserts and inner sides of bolsters of front and outer rear seats in Vienna leather, R-Line logo in front
Keyless start with SAFELOCK
Keyless entry/locking and start
Power latching doors (soft closing)
Illuminated vanity mirrors in double sun visors
Soul Black headliner
White ambience lighting
Multicolour ambience lighting

Assistance Systems and Safety
Driver and front passenger airbag with front passenger airbag deactivation
Curtain airbag system for front and rear passengers incl. side airbags in front
Safety-optimised front head restraints

ISOFIX anchorage points for mounting 2 child seats on rear seats
Multi collision brake
Park Distance Control
Park Assist

Extension to Park Assist Plus with Park Distance Control
Easy open/close without SAFELOCK
Keyless entry/locking and start

Power latching for tailgate
Area view incl. rear view camera
Head-up display
Luggage compartment cover, electrically opening
Not available in the UAE

*

Comfort Package
Steering column with power adjustment for height and length with memory function
Front seats with power adjustment, memory function, driver seat with thigh support
4-zone Climatronic AC

Sunshade on rear door window glass

Driver Assistance Package

Rear view camera ’Rear Assist’

Front cross Traffic Assist

Collision warning ’Front Assist’ and city emergency braking system

3-point seat belt in front with height adjustment and seat belt pre-tensioners

Cruise control including speed limiter

Proactive passenger protection system

Adaptive cruise control

Lane Assist (lane keeping) and Side Assist (lane changing)

Liftgate, virtual pedal ’Easy open’

Collision warning ’Front Assist’ and city emergency braking system

Tyre pressure monitoring system
Off-road package
Adaptive chassis control with active roll stabilisation
Air suspension with driving profile selection
Driving Profile Selection

Technology Package Entry
Easy open/close without SAFELOCK
Keyless entry/locking and Start
Power latching for tailgate

Park Assist with Park Distance Control
Rear view camera
Head-up display
-standard

-optional

-standard

-optional
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Trend

Atmosphere

R-Line

Safety Package
Knee airbag driver’s side
Side airbags for rear outer sides
Headlight washer system

Anti-theft alarm system with interior monitoring, backup horn and towing protection

Adaptive Chasis Control + Active Roll Stabilization
Air suspension with automatic self-levelling suspension and height adjustment
Active roll stabilisation
Driving profile selection incl. driving profile “Comfort”

Black Style Package
Bumpers in “R” style, body coloured bumpers and lower door parts, air intake fins in black
Radiator grille without chrome
Black decorative trims on the side window

Black door mirror housing

Introducing
Volkswagen Care
Peace of mind comes as standard when you join the Volkswagen family.
Rest assured, you will always receive genuine care and transparent pricing
from our network of authorised service centres.

Black roof rails
Darkened LED taillights

-standard

-optional

Service Package

Warranty

Roadside Assistance

Finance Options

Thanks to our comprehensive services,
you can hit the road without a care.
Our Genuine Service provides a range of
services that are designed specifically for
your Volkswagen. In the event of repairs,
we only install Volkswagen Genuine
Parts®: High-quality, safe and tailormade. So your journey is carefree and
comfortable.

We are focused on ensuring that you are
happy with your Volkswagen and have less
things to worry about as a new car owner.
That’s why when you buy a new Volkswagen
from any of our authorised Volkswagen
dealerships, we’ll provide warranty cover to
protect you against the repair costs of
manufacturing and material defects within
the specified warranty period.

No matter where you are or what time of day
it is, we’ve got your back. In most cases a
breakdown can be resolved at the roadside,
getting you safely back on your way.

Owning the Volkswagen of your dreams is
easier than ever with our attractive finance
options. High cost repairs won’t wear you
down anymore, as you can even choose to
pay off your car service by paying in
installments.

For more information on service packages, warranty and extended warranty, roadside assistance coverage and finance options, please contact your authorised Volkswagen dealership.
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The Touareg
VolkswagenME
VWMiddleEast
VolkswagenME
VolkswagenMiddleEast

The images, specifications/technical data, coloring, interior design in respect to
the pictured vehicles are correct as of the printing date of this brochure but are for
illustration purposes only. However, such information is subject to change at any time
and customers should inquire from Volkswagen dealers in the relevant country for most
up to date specifications for each vehicle in their country as features and specifications
may vary depending on packages available in each market.

